This paper presents both a weak and a strong law of large numbers for weakly dependent heterogeneous random variables. The laws presented for near-epoch dependent random variables allow for relaxation of the dependence conditions that are necessary in nonlinear least squares theory for dependent processes in order to ensure strong and weak consistency of the nonlinear least squares estimator. *) I thank dr. P. Spreij for his helpful comments.
Introduction
Laws of large numbers for mixingale sequences are an essential tooi in the proof of consistency and asymptotic normality of many parametric and nonparametric estimators under data dependence. A mixingale sequence can be viewed upon as an asymptotic equivalent of a martingale difference sequence.
In a recent paper, Andrews [1] extends the mixingale concept and establishes some (weak and Li) laws of large numbers (LLN's) for mixingales. Andrews' work extends the results of McLeish [6] who introduced the mixingale condition. In section 2 of this paper his conditions for convergence in L x of a mixingale sequence will be relaxed by making use of an inequality of Azuma [2] for martingale differences. Recently, Hansen [5] In order to make this note almost self-contained, a proof of this result will be given in section 5.
Andrews [1] defines a Lp-mixingale as follows: 
Proof: See section 5.
A strong law of large numbers for mixingale sequences
Strong laws of large numbers for mixingales are elaborated upon by
McLeish [6] and Hansen [5] . Their approach is proving a.s. convergence of n E* i=l under some conditions, and they obtain an almost sure law by imposing those conditions on Xrfi and conclude that jrX,-/a,-<oo =* (l/a n ) ^ X t -» 0.
j=l i=l
See for example Chung [3] . This approach typically results in conditions on the c,-sequence of the type >2 <00.
I (Ci/if
As we argued before, in many important cases c^ can be assumed to be bounded over all i by some constant C. The above condition on the other hand would for example allow for c t -sequences of order i , for some cv>0, leaving some room for improvement. Our approach only works for sample averages, which might also be a reason why we succeeded in improving the conditions that have to be imposed. 
Remark: Note the refinement of the strong LLN of Hansen [5] that has taken place. The following corollary is now easily established:
Suppose the sequence {X^Fi} is a L p -mixingale such that supj£'|^| p <oo, 
Near epoch dependence
In the theory of consistency and asymptotic normality of (non 
Proofs
This section contains the proofs of the various theorems and lemma's. We will start with a proof of Azuma's inequality for martingale difference sequences. The proof is nearly identical to the proof of Hoeffding's inequality given in Pollard [7] . Pollard [7] ). Then it easily follows that n E exp(* £ Xi) < exp(nf 2 B 2 /2). 
Proof of lemma 1:

Consider E (exp(«X i )|F i _ 1 ). By convexity, exp{tX i )<exp{-tB){B-X i )/(2B) + exp(tB)(X i + B)/(2B)
Since, by Chebishev
Proof of theorem 1:
We will demonstrate the proof for the case that Xf is Fi-measurable, which implies Xi = E(X i \F i+m ) a.s. .The proof of the theorem in its f uil generality does not pose any additional problems, but does mess up the proof substantially.
Note that, for all B>0 and all integer -valued m>0, 
ïfte LLN for the sample average will hold since e was arbitrary.
•
The following proof shows that Azuma's inequality can be useful also in proving a strong law of large numbers:
Proof of theorem 2:
Again, we will demonstrate the proof for the case that Xj is Fi-measurable. Finally, we will prove our result regarding near epoch dependent sequences.
Proof of theorem 3:
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